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Petitions, protests plague SGA election
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff

Photo: Monica Senecal

Tonya Hutchinson attempts to get signatures for a petition to
Impeach SGA President Beth Titlow.

Several disgruntled UM-St Louis
students have taken action in response
to the April 16-17 StudentGovemrnent
Association (SGA) elections.
Repercussions from the election
include grievances filed against the
SGA Election Committee and a petition generated to impeach the current
SGA president, Beth Titlow; Students
also want to have a re-election in the
Fall ofl996.
"We want a new, fair election," an
enrage.d Tanya Hutchinson said via

•

bullhorn at last Wednesday's Mirthday
celebration.
Hutchinson generated support by
gathering student signatures atMirthda y
and in the days following the event.
Hutchinson, whowasrunningforcomptroller, and her cohort, presidentialhopeful Jason Warren, were disqualified from the election on the first day
due to violations during the polling
process. One violation included posting flyers within 25 feet of the polls.
The two were disqualified because they
committed several campaign/election
violations.
Ron Chamberlain, the SGA comp-

troller-elect, received two warnings for
the same violation.
"It was moreorless a 'three-strikesand-you' re-out' thing," said Election
Chairperson ReneCuevas. "Hutchinson
and Warren had six or seven [violations)."
As a result of the infractions, the
North and South Campus polls were
closed prematurely.
"I wanted to make sure the election
went fairly and smoothly ," Cuevas said.
"It may seem drastic [closing the polls
early], but my back was against the
wall. I was willing to work with the
candidates, but enough was enough."

North Campus polls at the Social
Science and Business Building (SSB)
were open on Tuesday, April 16 from 9
a.ffi. to 1 p.m. and at Lucas Hall from 5
p.m. until 8 p.m. Polls were open on
Tuesday even ingfrom 5p .m.-7 p.m. on
South Campus.
"South Campus wasn' t open during the day because there weren't
enough volunteers to help out at the
polls," Cuevas said. "SSB closed an
hour early for the same reason."

SEE PETITIONS
PAGE B

•
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by Doug Harrison
of The Current staff

14

Bands, booths, barbecue and even
body bowling came together on the
north campus commons to celebrate
Mirthstock Mirthday 1996.
Sponsored by the University Program Board (UPB) , this year's
Mirthday celebration featured the
addition of Mirthstock.
According to Jason Peery, UPB
pt esiden t and coordinator of
Mirthstock Mirthday , "We [UPB]
wanted to give the activities a concert
emphasis to differentiate it from

"
...'

.
>s

Mirthdays in the past"
Peery said that UPB wants the
campus to kn ow that "cool stuff can
happen here."
According I y, Peery sough t to
bring numerous musical acts, including a headliner band, to UM -SL Louis.
While his office was the primary
coordinator for Mirth s tock Mirthday,
Peery comm,ented that Don McCarty,
student s::rvices coordinator, was an
integral part of the planning .
" As advisor to UPB, I support the
board by getting ' them through the
policies and regulations of the University," McCarty said.

Bringing professional bands to
UM-St. Louis meant dealing with
agen ts. sound com panies, writers and
contractors. It was McCarty's job to
put a support system in place to make
theevent possible. Contracts like the
one with the Nixons are negotiated
between UM -S t. Louis and the agent,
not with UPB.
"When itcamedown to the actual
negoti atio ns," McCar ty said. " I
stepped in, talked to the agen ts and
made sure that the University' S interests are satisfied and protected."
McCarty and his office have
longstanding ties to the Mirthday cel-

ebration. reaching ~ack to the first
Mirthday over ten years ago. McCarty
said that Mirthday was originally esUlblished as an annual event that
would foster a sense of campus community as well as mark the unofficial
celebration of the University'S birthday.
McCarty says the annual celebration has undergone some modificaLions; however, it has ways kept a
student-driven focus .

SEE MIRTHSTOCK
PAGE B

Student organizations score
cash for causes at Mirthday
by Kim Hudson
of The Current staff

Photo : Monica Senecal

UM·St. Louis students were 'bowled over' by the activities at last
week's Mlrthday sponsored by University Program Board.

..\

. ~ Foren sics/Debate Club
feat~re

top students at

Performance Nigh t
by Monica Senecal
of The Current staff
The UM-St. loUIS Forensics{Debate Club featured three of its top
award winners at its Performance
Night Monday, April 22.
"These students here tonight
worked really hard throughout the
year;" C. Thomas Preston. Jr.. director of debate and moderator for the
ev-ening's performance said. "We
didn't see any of the debating portion
the team, but those students worked
hard as well. These are some of
our top performers, and it' s a pleasure to show them off."
The top performers at this year' s
performance night were Reginald
' .I! Spann, Jennifer Czarnik and Timo<li#;tIty Ennenbach.
"It was really fun," Spann said. HI
thank Dr. Preston for giving me the
j ~9pponunit.y to travel and compete
with marginal Sllccess, and I thank
'!!he terun for making me feel very
welcome in my first year."
Spannperfonned two of his award
winning pieces Monday. The first
" \'as a movin.g poetry piece by
f wendolyn Brooks entitled, "The
Life of Lincoln West." The second,

~

was a dramatic interpretation from
the screenplay Menace 2 Society .
Czarnik and Ennenbach performed an original dramatic duo written by Czarnik about a young couple
in love that have to deal with the
predicament of teen pregnancy. The
piece is called "If Anybody Wants
Me, I'll Be In My Room."
"We originally performed the
piece under a pen name," Czarnik
said. "But then the word got out because of some blabber mouths, so in
order not to make the judges feel we
were trying to pull one over on them ,
we started using my name."
The piece earned Czarnik and
Ennenbach five first place awards
and the made it to finals in countless
others.
Ennenbach was at his usual undaunted best., entertaining the small
crowd with his after-dinner speech 6n
dreaming.
"I think the quality of the performances were as good as always tonight," Ennenbach said. "It was just a
shame there weren't more people here

Mirthday, the annual camival
held at UM-St. Louis, has always
provided a great audience for student organizatb ns trying to raise
funds or advertise events. Mlrthday
1996 was 00 exception.
Members of Black Greeks
United held a car waSh, better
known as "The Vehicle Baptism,"
on the J .C. Penny Confere nce
Center parking lot. Washes were
$3 per car, and they were in full
swing arou nd noon. Non-Greek
Black students were also on hand
to help BGU "bless· the cars.
The UM-SI. Louis Chapter of
Psi Chi , the National Honor Society in Psychology, held their last
fundraiserofthe yearat Mirt hday.
Members sold t-shirts with a port ra it of Freud and his quote,
"Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.. . OR IS IT?" The group wil!
be going to Chicago at the end of
the yearforthe Midwest Psychological Association Conference.
The UM-St. Louis Hockey
Team had a pwck s hoot for their
Mirthday fund raiser. Members

were s elling shots for $1 . Team
captain Ian Mackie was on hand
to pass out rosters with pertinent
information includinglhe e-mail
addresses of the University and
of the club.
University departments also
tea med up with student organizations on Mirthday. The School
of Optometry a nd the Pre-Optometry Club were rubbing elbows and raising funds at the
same table. The School of Optometry was re presented by
Jenna Morocco and S uzanne
Haga n. These firstyear sludents.
who are also members ot Volunteers in Optometric Service to
Humanity (VOSH), were holding
a drawing fo r free contact lenses
and a free eye exam at the UMSI. Louis Optometry Cli nic.
'We try to offer a good service ," Hagan s aid.
The Schooi was a lso s elling
ball tosses into a poster of an
eye for $t.
Kobbe Botlerbush, activities

SEE FUNDRAlSING
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SEE FORENSICS
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ForensicS and Debate Club members, TIm Ennenbach and
Jennifer Czarnik, pertonned at the Honors College last Monday.

Photo: Monica Senecal

Zack Maloy, lead singer for the Nlxons, roc ked camp u s last
Wednesday during the Mlrthday/Mlrthstock celebratio n .

New positions to aid
international students
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff
The Center for In ternational
Studies is taking on new respon sibil iti cs to aid in the recruitment and
. retention of international students.
\Vc don't want students just to
come," said Direc tor of International Studies Joel Glassman. "We
wan t them to come and succeed."
Glassman 's departm ent will be
hiring two people who will take
over duties for international stu dents formerly handl ed by the Admissions and Student Affairs offices.
The first position will be an international student admissions officer.
Thi s officer will assume the responsibility of recruiting new international
students and aSSisting them in getting
the proper paperwork to adhere to
national regulations.
"We need a dedicated student
recruiter," Glassman said . "The first
problem [in ge.tLing new students ]
is to get information to them."
Along with the new position,
the center is producing a video tha t
will be dubbed in several different
. languages and sent to institution s
globally .
The second position will be an

international stude nts advisor.
"The goal is to provide better
service for internatio nal students."
Glas sman said . "We needed a fulltime person to handl e imemational
student issues."
Glassman said th at the three
main problems for international students are adhering to im migration
rules and regulations, adju sting to a
different culture (c ulture shock),
and integrating to UM-Sl. Louis
and the St. Louis community . He
said the ne w personn e.l wil l help
students to overcome these problems.
"The fundamental objecti ve is
to create a more internati onal campu s," Glassman said.
The funding for the positions
will be allocated to the Center for
International Studies. Gla ssman
said that it is not unreasonable to
assume that this move could double
the num ber of international students
on campus. He said currentl y there
are about 200 international students
attending UM-St. Louis .
"The Chancellor asked me how
to get more international students,"
Glassman said. "We needed [0 make
the investment. This is a program
that will enrich the campus an<L
probably pay for itself."

,
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Auf weidersehn
pleasant information. For those of
you who took it on the chin (Chancellor Blanche Touhill, Vice Chancellor
Lowe "Sandy" MacLean, Student
Government Association President
Beth Titlow and others), you've been
good sports. My criticism has nOl
been personal. I respect all of you for
the work you have tried to accomplish (even Pat Rauscher and Rene
Cuevas). You have all made this
University a better place to be; congratulations and good luck.
However, not to be cliche, my
true thanks go to a staff that supported me over the course of the year_
Standing at the top of
the hill leaves one completely dependant on
those who hold you up.
From my top echelon administration to my volunteer reporters, thank
you for all of the hard
work and dedication to
our fine organization.
You are talented professionals, and you'are my respected
friends. Learn from my mistakes and
the mistakes of those before me, and
take this paper to new heights of
excellence and community service.
You have that ability.
In my fIrst editorial, I shared with

by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff
Once again, I have come to the
end of an era in my life. With one
clean sweep, I will graduate from
UM-SL Louis and end my term as the
editor in chief of The Current.
I first came to The Current during
· the Spring Semester of 1994. My fIrst
position was associate features editor. I covered stories like
Localpalooza, the annual LitMag release and, one of my favorites,
Groundhog's Day. I had wriuen for
several publications locally and
abroad, but being a part
of The Current was different from any experience I had ever had. It
was like being part of a
family. I didn't just
write stories; I had an
integral part in producing the UM-St Louis
, student newspaper.
, Those of us who have
• served time at this post understand
the feeling of producing The Current.
It is the making of the thread that
• binds our campus together, and we
• stand humble before the task.
In the fall semester of 1994, I
became the advertising director. I
began to fuel the newspaper with the
life blood of advertisers, and I took
- the responsibility of protecting The
Current's health. It was in this posi· tion that I really started to get to know
many of the campus personalities.
• They were my ad contacts, and they
were good people like Ellen Horan,
• Gloria Schultz, Debbie Kitler and
many others too numerous to mention. This year I have missed the
relationships I built with those indi, viduals. As I step into the greater
comm unity, I wish all of you well and
ask that you continue to take care of
my baby, as I know you will.
One year later, the time came for
me to take the ultimate responsibility
· of The Current. I became the
organization's leader. This in and of
itself has been the most exciting yet
strenuous task I have ever taken. I
thank m y girlfriend, Monica Pekarek,
senior in English, for her patience
and help through what has been a
· . very diffIcult year. Living with the
editor of The Current makes you a
dimension of that position, and she
too has served her post well.
While standing on my soapbox, I
: have tried to make some noise. I
' haven'talways been right on the mark,
but I have givenmy best effort. In the
end I think I have given the student
. body worthwhile, though not always
:
:
:
:

Michael O'Brian
Scott Lamar
Pam White
Susan Benton
Jill Barrett
John Jones
Ken Dunkin
Eric Thomas
Monica Senecal
Shelley Satke
Thompson Knox
Don Barnes
Michael J. Urness
Doug Harrison
Richard Claverie
Trish Braucksick
Mark Fischer
Dean Denton
Judi Linville

Standing at the top of
the hill leaves one
comp letely
dependant on those
who hold you up.
From my top echelon
administration to my
volun teer reporters,
thank you for al/ of
the hard work and
dedication to our fine
organization.
you a story with a moral that our fate
is in our own hands. Now, in accordance with nature, I bring my term
full circle and reiterate those words
to my staff. "The fate of the bird is in
your hands."
ScollLamar, you have my respecl
and trust The time is now for you and
your staff to determine the fate of The
Current. Your task is large, but I know
that you are more than capable, and you
have a wonderful team to assist you.
Good luck my friends, and thanks for
all the memories .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Business Director
News Editor
Features Editor
Features Associate
Sports Editor
Sports Associate
Photography Director
Photography Associate
Production Director
Production Associate
Copy Editor
Proof Reader
Business Associate
Advertising Director
Advertising Associate
Internet Consultant
Staff Adviser

The Current is published weekly on Mondays, Advertising rates are available upon
request by contacting The Current's advertising offices at (314) 516-5316, Space
reservations for advertisments must be received by 5 p.m. the Wednesday prior to
publication.
The Current, financed in pan by student activity fees, is not an official publication
of UM-Sl Louis. The University is not responsible for The Current's content or policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the editorial staff. Articles
labeled "Commentary" or "Column" are the opinion of the individual writer.
All material contained in this issue is the property of The Current, and cannot be
reproduced or reprinted without the expressed wrinen consent of The Current.

To contact The Current:
call (314) 516-5174
or fax us at (314) 516-6811
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BLANCHE TOUHILL

4 MAY 2012

Ruled with on iron fist at University
of Missouri-st. louis until 2009.
Followed dream of becoming
astronaut and befriended com-

misappropriating sod. Now
world-infamous desinger of
bow ties. His models wear bow
ties and black. sock.s.

puter named HAL
- - - - - -

Programmed one successful
event as president of UPB, Now
working in maOO9ement for
7-11. Encourages patrons to
try his fovorite-Slicide Slurpee.

TON-VA HUTCHINSON

STEVEN WOLFE

THOMPSON KNOX

Mer check.ered past at various

As perpetual student at Univerity
of Missouri-St. Louis has obtained
over 5 degrees. Finally elected
Student Government Association
President there-currently serving.

Uving everyone's version of the
American dream. Known by all
0$ 'the ultimate art guy.' Studio
located on Natura Bridge by
new Super Wal-mat.

U.s' lJ'liversities, moved to Frmce
where loud, b~chy people Q'e
welcomed-especialty if they hate
the Americcrl way of life.

- - --

<'

Letters to the Editor
Election chair
says The Cu rrent
is 'shitty little
newspaper '

the students want to read In your
shitty little newspaper.
I was elected by the SGA Assembly to oversee the elections, and insure that they were fair and impartial'
to the best of my ability. I feel that I
have fulfilled that task. Despite some
inevitable difficulties, the elections
were, to the best of my ability, fair
and impartial. It is your article, Mr.
O'Brian, that is total bullshit

Thank you for your kind works
Mr. O'Brian. It's always nice to know
that I have fans out there. Let me get
right to the point and answer the
Rene Cuevas
questions that came to your mind
Election Chairperson
while writing your editorial in issue
857. No, I did not count any votes the
night before, and no, I did no conspire to give anyone an unfair advantage. A question that came to my
mind after reading your lovely column was: How do you seem to defy
For the second straight year, the
rules of human nature? After all, unless you have X-ray vision, which I Student Government Association
somewhat doubt, there is no possible election has taught UM-Sl. Louis stuway you could have known what kind dents how the democratic process
of momentum the Warren/ should not work.
First the evening students were
Hutchinson ticket was gaining, since
you were outside the University Cen- not allowed to vote on Wednesday
ter with SGA President Beth Titlow evening. The situation at the poll begrabbing a smoke or getting an inter- tween SGA Election Chan Rene
view. I also would like to ask if you Cuevas and poll worker Tyrone
really understand the U.S. Constitu- Rodgers should have not prevented
tion. The last time I checked, anyone evening students from voting.
who abuses, violates, or takes advan- Evening students area part of this
tage of the Constitution will be pun- campus and pay student activities
fees like other students. Cuevas vioished.
Besides, the rules of electioneer- lated their constitutional rights by not
ing within X num ber of feet from the allowing them to vote. Evening stupolls applies even at state and federal dents should have not been punished
levels. And as far as what you saw on for the actions of Rodgers against
the evening of Tuesday, April 16, Cuevas.
Second, the SGA should not be
your interpretation of that is based on
your opinion, Anything to make a using volunteer poll workers and an
good story, huh? Let it be known to election chair. Until recen tly ,the SGA
the students what you told me when I used to pay poll workers and the
approached you about the election election chair to run the election . The
campaigning (allegedly) that Mr. [Ja- present procedure of having volunson] Warren was doing. When I ap- teer poll workers makes it possible to
proached you to ask you what you did have bias poll workers that could
see, you told me that you didn't see influence voters. Election workers in
any campaigning, but you did see . the outside world are paid and bOth
fliers containing Warren!Hutchinson political parties operate the polls topromotion in people's hands on gether to prevent any problems. The
Wednesday, even though Warren and SGA should reconsider their policy
Hutchinson had been banned from on using volunteer poll workers and
electioneering on Wednesday because the election chair.
Lastly, The Current wasirresponof their violations of the election rules
on Tuesday. Despite their knowledge sible in their election coverage in the
of this, you said that you did see fliers April IS issue. Mr. O'Brian buried
in people's hands, and you "wouldn't the news story on the Comptroller'S
put it past (Warren)" and you race on page 9 without referencing it
"wouldn't doubt it, (Warren passing in the masthead. The placement of
out fliers)."
this story on page 9 was a bad call in
As far as the low vote count, there news judgment This story was more
is nothing I can do if the students on newsworthy than the story of Scott
this campus are not involved in vot- Lamar being elected the new Current
ing. I commend those who are; for editor. The editorial endorsements
those who are not, it is their choice to on page 2 had a factual error. I was
make. And one more thing Mr. the only Comptroller candidate who
O'Brian. What is the point of sitting had been active on SGA.
The SGA should throw out the
there with your little note pad and
pencil, pretending to be taking an results of the election held on April
interview, when all you do is end up 16-17. A new election should be held,
misquoting me anyway? That inter- giving all students the opportunity to
view turned out to be a waste of my vote, both day and evening students.
time, especially when all you ended This new election should be held with
up writing was something you thought a different election chair so that UM-

Cand idate says
election should
be redone

St Louis students' constitutional
rights are not violated.
Steven M. Wolfe
SGA Graduate Representative

I wish I could
The election process at UM- St.
Louis is once again full of contradictions. These contradictions were
throughout the entire elections process, from the fust meeting for candidates to register until the last 'day of
elections. Needless to say this is 11)'ing. I don't think Rene Cuevas closed
the elections because I raised a chair
but because he was frustrated the
elections didn't go as he had planned.
I commend him for being involved.
The school needs more involvement
from students to prevent things like
this from happening, though Cuevas
should be held accountable for betraying democracy and students. I
only wished I could hit him with the
chair. I wouldn't have hit him because it is against what I believe in,
like school rules and non violent tactics for positive action.
Tyrone Rodgers
Junior
Arts and Sciences

Greek Week
should have
been covered
Last week, The Current had a
letter from Chris Hessler of the Anthropology Club. His complaint was
that a story you ran didn't include his
club's name, because after all, it did
bring someone to campus. My complaint is that you didn't even bother
to write a story about a major event
that occurred on campus the week of
April 14-20. This event, in case it was
mistakenly "erased" off of your calendar, was Greek Week.
Now I realize you and many others would like to think that we don't
have Greeks on campus or prefer to
ignore that we exist, but the UM-St.
Louis Greeks are a great pan of university life. We are not all about parties and socials. As a mem ber of Zeta
Tau A1J"lha, we have many academic,
community and service projects. We
are significant and are trying to become a bigger part of campus through
activities, sponsorships, philanthropic
events and campus awareness. The
problem is that this campus awaren,ess cannot be obtained unless your
newspaper covers major events that
the Greeks participate in.
Greek: Week is a positive fun~
filled week that brings out the best
parts Greek life has to offer UM-St.
Louis. I notice that your newspaper
only chooses to cover the negative
aspects of Greek life. When Pi Kappa
Alpha was getting the heat from Student Activities, you were there chas-

ing down the story. When ScouLamar
and Michaela' Brian needed to blame"
people, Greeks are the ones the~
blamed. Not a single photographer 0
reporter attended the Greek games,
banquet or the sing and talent competition. Your newspaper does claim to
be the "Student Voice of UM-St.
Louis," right? No one knows wl"\o the
Greeks are because you pretend we
don't exist until you need to bitch
about who's to blame f6n~vel)'thing
at UM-St. Louis.
•
I can only hope that next year the
UM-St. Louis Greeks will get the
recognition they deserve.
Katy Walthall
Zeta Tau Alpha

Student defendS'
election chair's :
deciSions
I have thrown away my laziness
and decided to fmally write a letter t
tell you the horrible disgust I feel.
every time I pick up a copy of The
Current and read the trash you e'on-'
sistentIy print in it. The editOrial ills:
cussing the Student Government As
sociation elections was, as you cl~ver
writers often put it, the last straw.
Why do you consistently print 'Qnly
what information you know will. 'sti~
readers into becoming interested and
. amused? Isn't it your job as a qualified journalist to simply print 'the
. contextual facts? Why, in your edi.t~
rial, did you nOl mention the fact'that
. Rene Cuevas had designed a violough set of rules and regulations;well
in advance to the election? Did i~
slip your mind that Cuevas, on sev
eral occasions. before the elec
attempted to contact candidates
son Warren and Tonya Hutchinson tb
notify them of regulations and a m-andatory meeting they both chose tp
ignore and miss? In addition,
O'Brian, Cuevas punished J~Q
Warren because as a campaigQe ,
Tyrone Rodgers was acting on behaIf
of the Warren/Hutchinson ticket. F~
nally, it was not Cuevas who pun:ished the Evening College and
opportunity to vote, but Rodgers
his violent actions. Last time I
free speech was a protected right', Pu:t
free violence was not.
'.
I am insulted by you and Y9ur
staffs freedom to insult but lack of
involvement. 1 am sure that you wi
do nothing to prevent this and 'all
other things you choose to compla~
about from happening again. Com
plain all you want Mr. O'Brian, bti
nothing will be solved as long as yo
sit on your editorial throne:
'

Ja-

.::t

L

John Ja~ss
Senio '
Chern is

:.vii!

Editor's nOie: You have your
Mr. Jauss. Good-bye.
".
~

J
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International Week celebrates
unity in diversity
by Kristin Haner

miJ'lQr'flres:soo!ll tQ cr.opup around ..
l1)e wlthotrt,jilI)y,enc6urqgement

my pan.

ao

. People:'dOh't believe me when
tl;ley first hear this. Alter all, ~'s not
like~ject$spontaneously burSt into
flame when .1walK.dbwn the MIL (1
only wish. Think how annoying I
c:ouk1 be in no-smoj(ing sections of
ffltaurants.) In fact, nothing .much
is ever destroyed -a pillow here, a
toaster tPere, maybe a bag aT
Cheetos and a tablecloth. People
have to be there to believe it.
Ask my mother. She stil.1talks
about the time I accidently set her
tablecloth on fire when Iwas seventeen. Okay, okay ... maybe I
shouldn't have been absentmindedttfHcking my father's lighter while
I was reading the Sunday newspa· per. Maytf9 I should have known
better, but geez, it's not like her
antique dining-room table was even
touched. Parents see a few sman
flames on the table and never let
you forget it.

On second thought, don't ask
my mother. It's best nat to mention
thesubjed. Asksome formerroommates instead. There was the time
I feU as!eepwhfle studying for linals
and my bedside lamp toppled over
and taught my pillow on lire. The
apartment reeked 0.1scorched foam
rubbQr for days and we had to keep
all the windows open in the mk:ldle
of ~mber. My roommates didn't
forg.et that inddent quickly, either.
My past is littered with so many
melted sports bottles and torched
· socks that they all blurtogether, but
everybody tries to dry clOthing in
the oven at least once in theklives.
Itjusthappens a bit mcrefrequently
to me.How else am I going to know
tnatsyntheticclath catches fire easily and that's it'sbes! toair-dry it? At
feast I'm learning. .
.what made that summer so '
odd was not just the number of
· fj~es, but the fact that three of them
were alectrical fires. Those three
fireswerethe only time professionai
fiiefighters had to be called. They
agreed that, in each case, I had
abSolutely no r~sponsibility. NOf18.
I jlJSt happened to be in .the right

Place at the right time.
Both at work and at my apartmen! in my bedroom, faulty wiring
resulted in a few small flames that
did little damage. I wasn't even in
the room when they started, but
friends wouldn't believe that I had
flOthing to do with ~ because of the
other three experiences that suinmer.

My absolute favorite was when
my cartriad to consurtle itself. I was

driving home when the steering column started to smoke. At first I was
angry. The car was a piecQ-Df-crap
IDE:Sl-cort that had a fondness for
stranding me in desolate areas. I
went to call for a tow, and when J
retumed, the car was full of smoke,
shaking and blaring its hom because the wirM were burning
through. I had believed the car was
since I bought it; that !lIght
'(':l't..... "" i~,.,.; it. I went without a car for
month, but I didn't care. Hwas still
coolest thing I had ever seen.
The other two episodes?
/1UIVhelDt.,hl" flambe. Wheetabix is a
L'1l~rDelrI.:..-l wheat cereal thall bought
because I liked the name. I still buy
it ~US9 not only is it nutritious,
it's h~hly flammable. Nothing gats
geing In the morning than a .
hrieking smoks atarm. Maybe I
!d stop tiying to toast it, huh?

brought from their homelands. The
ten countries represented were
Mexico, China, Korea, Taiwan, India, Tajikistan, Japan, Hungary, MalaysiaandPakistan. Leslie Desaeyere,
foreign student, was a mein ber of the
fashion committee.
.
"Due to the weather, we had to
improvise and parade inside of the
Underground," Desaeyere said.
Although the show had to be taken
indoors, it still attracted onlookers.
Duk Kim, international students
, sports coordinator, invited national
competitors to present their skills.
The martial arts exhibition at the University Center patio on Tuesday made
a smashing impression.
William T. Jeffries, masterofTae
Kwon Do, emceed the Chinese Student Association, Korean StudentAssociation and Malaysian Student Organization martial arts demonstrations.
Tai Chi was the first demonstra-

tion. Traditional shadow boxing is a
of The Current staff
form of self defense. Tai Chi is a soft,
powerful and fluid art. Jeffries de"One love one heart, let's get
fined the 2000-year-old Korean distogether and we will feel alrighL"
cipline.
Bob Marley, 1966.
"Tae Kwon Do is the an of hand
and foot fighting," Jeffries said.
This is the motto of Mas, a for"These devoted students center their
eign student from Malaysia. During
body, mind and spirino perform techInternational Week, students gath- ·
niques that have been twenty centuered together to celebrate unity in
ries in the making. It has become
diversity.
popular physical culture in China."
International Week gave students
George Sloan, a national coman opportunity to express and experipetitor, participates in Tae Kwon Do
ence the differences that make us all
demonstrations in Colorado Springs.
unique. Events ranged from foreign
"Everybody here is a black belt
films to gypsy dances.
and tours the Midwest," Sloan said.
UM-St. Louis students have a
With his brother, David Sloan,
style all their own, tom jeans, very
standing behind board, George did
short skirts and mohawks. But the
a jump back-pivot kick and made a
fashion show was from a w.hole other
clean break with his foot. His brother
world. Models adorned in their nawas unscathed.
ti ve garb displayed traditional clothJeffries explained that for many
ing. Brightcolorsand elaborate headyears, Tae K won Do has been a demdresses accentuated the culture they
onstration sport.
''This year Tae
Kwon Do will be a
demonstration sport
in theOlympics, but
in 2000 it will be
recognized as a
competitive sport,"
Jeffries said.
Demonstrations of culrure are
displayed in many
forms. Dancing is
an element of expressing emotions
and ideas in differ·
ent countries.
Nigina
Zaripova, a student
from Tajikistan,
performed taJik
dancing.
"We do not
dance just to exerPhoto: Monica Senecal
cise or entertain
ourselves or attract
(from left to right): DavId Sloan, Chris FollIs, George Sloan and John Moran
men
to
us,"
gave a Tae Kwon Do demonstration for the crowds that gathered on the
Zaripova said.
patio during International Week.
"You can' tjust ex-

a

press your feeling or emotions
with
words,
sometimes you
must dance."
Tatyana
Kramskaya, a
student from the
Ukraine, performed a gypsy
dance.
"Th'ere are
many beautiful
people, there are
not so many gypsies, but I really
like their dances,"
Kramslcaya said.
The Chinese
Student Organization-Taiwan,
pranced around
Photo: Monica Senecal
the patio in a lion
Tatyana Kramskaya, an International stucostume.'
A
dent from the Ukraine, performed a gypsy
masked dancer
enticed the lion
dance for onlookers.
with a fan. They
invited other students to partake in the performance to
Most foreign students experience
experience how heavy the costumes American culture for the first time in
are.
their lives. Adapting to a new climate
Mas introduced the final perfor- and ideals are just a couple of obmance presented by Malaysian stu- stacles with which foreign students
dents.
have to contend.
"This dance is performed after
Rose Wan Muhamad, a student
harvesting," Mas said. "It promotes from Malaysia, began attending UMharmony and unity with the people of St. Louis in January.
the world."
"This is my first trip to the United
UM-St. Louis houses over 350 States," Muhamad said. "It is hard to
foreign students. Many of the stu- make friends with American students,
dents have never experienced West- but generally they are nice."
ern culture until they have reached
Mas has even formed a Sunday
the States.
evening soccer team to promote inMas has been in the United States ternational awareness on campus.
for three years. He has adapted to
"We know a lot about American
American cui ture due to the similari- history and Western culture, but they
ties between Malaysia and the Uni ted know nothing about us," Mas said.
States.
Zari po va has the same sentiments.
"English is a second language in
"We must leam about American
Malaysia,"Massaid. "It is easier for US life, so we may educate others back
to adapt because we follow the British home," Zaripova said. "And Amerietiquettcsystem. Malaysian culture and cans must learn about us, so they
British culrure are intertwined."
know the similarities the differences."

Got plans for Europe Respected UM-St. Louis Biology
over the summer?
professor sent to the .big house
by MonIca Senecal

Gil White's new book could save
you thousands on your trip
by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff

Most students cannot plan an
evening out for less than $1, let
alone travel through Europe. Yet
Gil White's book Europe on 84
Cents a Day shows students how
they can have a memorable trip for
much less than the thousands of
dollars they would expect to spend.
Gil White's method is simple.
A traveller should possess an interest in meeting people, an ability to be creative and resourceful,
a desire to take risks and a willingness to perform small chores
for others.
"This book does not advocate
free-loading, mooching, stealing,
altering or forging train passes,"
White explains. '~You don't have to
risk sacrificing your integrity or
tarnishing your country's image to
travel on the Ultra-cheap."
What the book does advocate is
innovative methods to reduce the
three major expenses of travel; food,
accommodation, and transportation. White believes travelling by
train is one of the biggest mistakes
a student can make. The scenery
may be great, but the traveller
misses the opportunity to gain
greater understanding of the people
and the country.
White recommends that travellers choose from a number of different methods of transportation.
Students could hitch-hike one day,
cycle the next and take a bus on the
third day. They should be creative
finding accommodations as well.
White gives examples like staying
in a vacant hotel staff room during

the off-season, staying with a farmer
and his family, or sleeping at a uni~
versity in the gymnasium.
"Depending on people is part
and parcel of this whole book and
the key in keeping your COSLS to 84
cents or less," the author explains.
He claims there is no better way
to gain an appreciation of another
culture than to spend it with the
people who live in that country.
White does give options mat
female travellers can use to remain
safe and still have as much fun and
travel as cheaply. These choices
include using university ride boards
or companies that arrange rides for
a small fee. However, some of
. White's suggestions, such as travelling alone, hitch-hiking, and asking strangers for a place to stay
might pose many more safety problems for women travellers.
Still, White's book is an invaluable tool in cutting costs while travelling. Along with over 7S ways to
cut travel costs, Europe on 84 Cents
a Day provides practical tips to
make travelling easier. These tips
include information on currency
rates, proper paperwork and visas.
White also gives a listing of over
3,000 youth hostels and their telephone numbers.
White covers 36 countries and
gives information on the history,
best festivals and night activities,
and peculiar customs of each. The
book includes a section on specific
phrases in 20 languages for getting
food, rides or a place to stay.
Whether the traveller takes all
or some of White's advice, Europe
on 84 Cents a Day is an indispensabl.e guide.

of The Current staff
Charles Granger, UM-St.
Louis Biology professor, and
his two accomplices, Elizabeth
Petersen and Lynne McCarthy
were handcuffed and carted off
to jail last week-all for a very
gooclcause, of course. Granger
and party participated in The
American Cancer Society's
annual Jail-a-thon.
Off-duty officers from the
Ferguson Police Department
volunteered their time to make
the experience a little more realistic. Officer Craig Horton
came to UM-St.Louis to collect
his prisoners. After reading Dr.
Granger the arrest warrant,
Horton tumed around and sobered the laughing Petersen
and McCarthy with two more
warrants for them.
·Unbeknownst to
me, they set me up, and
unbeknownst to them, I
set them up," Granger
said about his partners
in cfime.
Petersen
and
McCarthy Pitched in for
the $10 warrant to have
Granger arrested for being a know-it-all and
Granger had them ar~
rested for being obnox-

judge, and he set our bail,"
McCarthy said. "Then we got
these little black and white apron
things and jailbird hats to wear,
and then we were thrown in the
cell.~

The cell was equipped with a
phone bank where Granger,
Petersen and McCarthy made
phone calls to all their friends
trying to raise bail to bust themselves out.
"The people I called just
laughed hysterically," Elizabeth
Petersen said. "They were just
like, what has this woman gotten
herself into now. Then they would
say, 'OK, how much do you
need?'"
The police officers w ere very
hospitable to the inmates and did
all they could to make their terms
as comfortable as possible .
"The officers were great,"
Granger said. "They brought us

one of those yard-long sandwiches and drinks and anything else that a good inmate
would need."
In a little over an hour,
Granger and company raised
approximately $750 among
them which will all go to benefit
The American Cancer Society.
"This was one of those experiences that was good for
everybody," Petersen said.
"The Cancer Society benefited,
we had a ball, and the people
we called felt great for helping

out"
Granger and his accomplices were released whentMir
bail was met. The policeman in
charge 01 returning the group
to campus even gave Granger
a ride over to his 1 ;30 meeting.
"It was a lot of fun ," Granger
said. "I think that everybody
should be in jail at least once ."

ioti$.
I

The terrible trio was
handcuffed, searched
and transported to the
special jail cell inside of
the Sam's on Florissant
road.
At Sam's they were
given a mock trial.
"We had to see the

Officer Craig Honan of the Ferguson Police Oepartment checks Dr:
Granger for any concealed weapons before carting him off.

e
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by Jill Barrett
of The Current staff
It is a movie about winning, but
"Sunset Park" is a loser. Selin Brooklyn , the movie centers around a high
school basketball team thatcouldn't
win, until a coach with no experience took over. .
Phyllis Saroka (Rhea Perlman)
is a physical education teacher at
an inner-city high school who is

just going through th e motions of
teachin g. She wants to buy into a
restaurant so s he can leave her job .
All that cha nges when her bo yfri e nd leaves her and she sees an
opening for a job as coac h of th e
bOy's baSketball tea m.
Alth ough Saroka has no experience in coac hing basketball, she has
experience in wi nning. With the help
of the team 's star athlete Shorty
(Fredo Starr), Saroka learns enough

Fredro Starr stars as Shorty in the new TriStar Picture's
release Sunset Park.

•

about basketball to coach the team
to the city championships. She also
teaches the kids about teamwork
and believing in themselves along
th e way.
If this sounds no diJferem than
hundreds of other movies, thal is
beca use "Sunset Park" is no differem. The movie offers nothin g that
sets it apart.
With such a tired, overused plot,
a movie would have to build on
strong characters and interesting
dialog ue to be successful, but these
commodities arc in short supply in
"Sunset Park. "
The major flaw in the movie
was Perlman 's character. Perlman ' s
Phyllis Saroka was an ineffectual,
mild woman whose flashes of anger seemed out of character. It was
hard to believe Saroka could win
the kid' s respect, let alone coach
them to a winning season. Had
Perlman given her character some
of th e abrasi veness of her "Cheers"
character, Carla , the movie would
have been more believable and entertaining.
This flaw could have been the
res ult of a weak and superficial
script. The pep talks Saroka gives
her team are as passionate as a
Donny Osmond song, and the movie
has no moments that engage the
viewer emotionally .
"Sunset Park " does have a
bright spot; the in teraction among
the basketball players is honest and
engaging. The basketball players
(Fredro StarT, Terrence DeShon
Howard, De' Aundre Bonds, Jam es
Harris and Antwon Tanner) are
newcomers to film , and they give
their roles a naturalness that more
professional actors lack. Unfortunately, the story does not take advantage of this s trength.
If you want to see a movie about
a woman coaching an inner-city
hi gh- school team LO vic lOry , rent
"Wildcats" instead. It covers the
same ground , only better.

Opened April 26 ac local cheaters.

Rock n Roll

Sherri Jackson
"Moments in DeniaJ"
Finding little satisfaction playing in a Denver area rock 'n' roll
band, Sherri Jackson taught herse~ to play acoustic guitar and
has just released her first solo.
recording, Moments in Denial.
Joining Jackson on the new
project are Brian McCrae; drums
and perCUSSion , and Glen
Esparza; bass and electric gurtar.
Among the new discs highlights are songs like "Liberation,"
with its Afro-Cuban rhythm section and guitars along with ·
Jackson's tender yet powerful
vocals. On "Maple Tree," Jackson sings about the struggle a
working-class girl has in finding
time for a personal life amid the
constraints of her job.
On "Rice and Beans," Jackson gives us a taste of herfiddleplaying talent--cajun style of

Sherr; Jackson
course-in a humorous yet tragic
numberaboutawomanwhocomes
home to find her man in the arms of
another. "Ticket" is interesting little
ditty about the troubles a person of
modest means has in securing a
ticket to a popular concert. It could
very well have taken place at any

Grateful Dead concert.
The final two
tracks, "Distant Bue"
and''Peace ofMird:
are more serious
songs of love, hope
and red em ptio n.
Each prominently
featu res aco ustic
gunarandJad<son's
ifl1XlSS bned vocals.
Moments in Denial is an excellent
debut album , and it
does a fine job of spotlighting
Jackson's considerable talents
as both a so ngwriter and as a
vocalist At just under 39 minutes playing time, however, it
will leave many buyers feeling
cheated.

-Michael J. Urness

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - Solo Pianist

Peter Noonan
"Cafe at Aries"
If you fused Yanni's Live at light strokes create an energy like overdubS to capture the freshthe Acropolis and Mike Oldfield's that of children running. This fun ness and adrenalin 01 live perTubular Bells, what you would selection is explosively melodic yet formance. Noonan 's work adds
eleganc e to any setting. It can
have is the energetic intricacy of non-intrusive to the listener.
Though it is hard to pick a favor- be liste ned to in peaceful soliPeter Noonan's Cafe at Aries.
Noonan, a St. Louis piano ite from this compilation, "Season tude, or it can add the element
soloist, is beginning to enjoy local Opener" is a beautiful articulate ar- of romance to an evening dinfame having now taken his music rangement that mimics the arrival of ner. It is perfect for alleviating
from inspiration to a full-time en- spring . Delicate melody, at the be- the stress of rush hour traffiC,
deavor. He has two compilations ginning of the selection , audibly re- and it can proVide an escape
of original work: his 1990 debut sembles the opening of spring blos- into a world 01 delicate beauty.
This disc is a must for the
Cafe at Aries and a more recent soms. Running his fingers from one
disc The Orchard. His work has end of the keyboard to the other classical music lover, but it's
been described as a good blend creates the visual image of spring New Age appeal will serve a
rains and the trickling creeks and wide range of listening tastes. If
of jazz and new age piano.
Noonan's piano technique in- tributaries fed bythem.Asthe rnekxly you would like to hear a sample
volves light keyboard strokes w~h circles bad<, Noonan adds deeper of the work, you ca n call 1-800repeating melodies that bring in- tones that grow from the blossoms to DEMO A CD. You can use a
tricate depth to the work. A short the fullness of the season.
credit card to order Noonan's
This collection is wonderfully work at this number, though his
piece called "SpeedworK," from
Cafe at Artes, is a prime example recorded. All of the tracks were work is also available at select
of this technique. Noonan's rapid performed live in the studio with no local outlets . -Michael O'Brian

Schnuck Markets is seeking summer
help in our Bridgeton, Mo. warehouse for
Come Watch The American
' . , .• C.o nference Champions

WAREHOUSE CAS

$T~. LOUIS STAMPEDE.
VS.- Milwaukee
FRIDAYMAY 3•

11.8I1111R.

.?:~(lpmat Kiel Center ·

Successful candidates will be willing to work
flexible shifts including weekends.
Ple~se apply Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
through May 20, 1996 at:
Schnucks Employment Office
12921 Enterprise Way
Bridgeton, Mo.
(West of 1-210 off St. Chas Rock Rd. behind Hussman)

For more information please call (314) 344-9200
®

STAMPEDE INDOOR FOOTBALL
TWICE THE FUN! HALF THE PRICE!
Present thiS coupon with a valid colleg e 10 at the Kiel
Center Box Office any day of the week, but no later
than two hours pnor to game tim e and receive
two tickets to a Stampede game
($15 Or $20 Seats Only) for th e price of one.
Valid for.these Stampede home games:
SAT APR. 13 VS. ORLANDO
FR!. (DR SAl)APR. 26 (OR 27) VS. TAMPA BAY.
FR!. (OR SAl) MAY 3 (OR 4) VS. MILWAUKEE.
·Final dates subject to change based on hockey playoff scheDu le

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Baseball team keeps rolling
by Brian Folsom
olThe Current staff

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

l hate to say it folks, but this
will be my last column of the
school year; I think it really sucks.
It seems like the year was
just starting. I had such high

hopes1orthisyear. Greatteams,
great potential and hopefully
great stories. But somewhere
somehow everything went awry .
Many ofthe teams fell apart (only .·
the women's volleyball team and
the baseball team lived up to my
expectations) and none lived up
to the players' own expectations.
And as such I never lived up to '
my potential also.
At times I was tired. At other
times I was burnt out. Eitherway
I don1 feel that I covered everything like I wanted too. OK I did
win my first ever award for writing, a first place finish forlhe end
of career stOl)' I did on Jenni
Burton. It's nice someone thinks
I did a good job. I also got my first
complementfrom a readerwhen
Toni Reiken took the time to
send in a Jetter agreeing with my
column on Tommy Herr and why
he was my favorite player. I really needed both of those boosts
other wise who knows what decisions I would have taken with
my future in writing.
I had my share of fal/s this
year. The whole swim coach
controversy was one oft he worst
experiences I have had in my
career in print joumalism. From
angry swimmers calling The Current, to swimmers mothers callingmyhousetotheformercoach
calling me. It sucked and I wish
that I woukt have handled it differently.
I also have my share of mixups with the wrong stories being

printed, the wrong captbnS going
with the wrong picture. Just errors
that couk:i have been avoided had
I been more careful.
1 guess what I am trying to
say is that I regret all the errors
and wish I had done a better job.
After all we do aim to imform our
readers and many a times the
readers weren't getting the right
imformation from the sports
page. It was my responsibility.
Good things come to those who
wait, and I think the page will be
a lot better next year.
The Blues: I was wrong. I
can admit it. The underachieving hockey teaID has done well
against the Leafs and hopefully
have defeated them as you are
reading this. What I meant to
write was that they would lose I~
game six in the second rourd (it
they make ~ 10 round three, .they
will faR in game six). SometImes
you can be wrong ard be happy
aoout it, this is one of lOOse cases.
Female athlete of the year:
Jenni Burton
Can anyone argue? She set
the alHime record tor goals shattering ihe former mark And she
did it in only three years. She
was>my choice last season and
tnere was no doubt this ye~r
either. I hate to see her go, she IS
one- heil of an athlete.
Male athlete of the year: the

baseball team
So I copped out andthe season isn't over, it was too tough to
call. As of print time the team IS
31-5 and on their way In the
conference toumament. The
team has won all those games
and the team deserves to get t~
award as a team. ErQugh said.
Thanks for reading and see
in the fall, I win miss you (my
all five of yoLl.

Photo: Ken Dunkin

Todd Schmidt has been handling the responsibilities of
batting clean up. He Is hitting .381 with six home runs and
44 RBis. The team currently has a 31-5 record.

The UM St. Louis baseball team
continues to play well, as they are
now the sixth ranked division two
team in the nation and are
preparing for the conference
tournetment.
Head coach Jim Brady,
who has guided this team
to a 31-5 start, is not surprised.
. "I am pleased with the
way this team has played
this year," Brady said. "The
work ethic and preparation
these guys have is great, and
I am proud of them.
"As the month progressed, it became more difficult to
stay focused, and we are a little
tired. We never let that get us down
though. The whole year we've
battled and worked hard to stay on '
top."
Brady said one of the main reasons the team has been successful is
because of timeliness.
"Whenever we've needed a big
hit, we got it," Brady said. "Whenever we needed pitching or defense,
we got it. We have simply done the
things we needed to do in order to
get the job done. "
Last week the Rivennen gained

victOries over SlUE, Harris Stowe,
and they swept a doubleheader
against Oakland in Indiana. The
victory over SLUE was Coach
Brady's 300th victory.
They played Rolla over the
weekend, Laking the first two games

,: i

by Ken Dunkin
01 The Current staff
With only one player advancing
in the conference tournament, the
UM-St. Louis tennis team wrapped
up its season on a down note.
The team hosted the MidAmerica Intercollegiate Athletics
Association (MIAA) teams last
weekend at the Dwight Davis Tennis Center at Forest Park.
The 12-team tournament proved
to be tough competition for the team
as only newcomer Stein Rotegaard
advanced past the first round. He
defeated Joe Hartlc from Emporia
State 6-2, 6-1 in #3 singles play.
"He has helped us with a few
wins," Rivermen Head Coach Rich
Gylenborg said. "We know we will
have a solid player returning."
Rotegaard joined the team several weeks ago and picked up several victories late in the season in
conference play. In the conference
tournament, he advanced to the second round but lost that match. He
was then eliminated when he lost
his consolation match 8-4.
Craig Rogers was the next closest to a victory for the team, he had
a 3-set match against Shawn Siegele

- ' JimBrady
base,ball head coaGh

by scores of 20-1 and 19-0. They
dropped the third game 6-4, but
bounced back for a 6-0 victory . They
clinched the South Division, finishing ahead of Missouri Southern
University.
Brady added that it has been a
total team effort all season.
"Everyone has contributed this
year. It hasn't been just one person
carrying the load," he said .
Certain players have stood out
though. Recently, it has been the
pitching. Last week, Trevor
Whiteman won the pitcher of the
week award. He followed Mike

~--------------------------------------------~
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to this," said Brady.
Brady said that the team will be
fine.
" As long as we can control our
mental fatique, we'll be alright,"
Brady said. "We can't allow OUfselves to slack off or slip at all."
Overall, Brady said he feels that
the Rivermen will be focused once
the tournament begins.
"I have all the confidence in the
world in these guys, and I'm not at
all worried about them not being
ready or focused," he said. "I know
they will give every effort to show
that they are the best team."

Volleyball
signs high
school
setter
by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
Looking to add strength
to
their
squad,
the
Riverwomen volleyball team
has added Angie McCubbins
to its roster for next season.
McCubbins a 5'5" setter
from Ursuline Academy was
announced as joining the
team on April , 25. While in
high school she was a key
player for her team. She
notched 200 kills and had
364 assists her senior season . She was a three-year
starter and also lettered in
basketball.
McCubbins was also a
four-year member of the
honor roll while in high
school.
In thB past her teams
have been successful. In

Photo: Ken Dunkin

SEE TENNIS
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of Northeast University. He lost the
match 2-6, 7-6, 2-6.
"With a few points here and
there, Craig could have won that
match," Gylenborg' said. "We have
had some close matches.
"A couple of coaches have come
up to me and said that we are better
than we have been in recent years .
That's all we can really ask for. We
aren't embarrassing ourselves."
The team will be losing two
mainstays from the team # 1 singles
and doubles player Raffi Karibian
and #2 singles player Matt Fagala.
The also could lose Ryan Young
the #5 singles player on the team.
Young will be graduating at the end
of the semester and whether or not
he will play next season will not be
known until later. Young still has
one more year of eligibility left.
"Next year looks very promising," Karibian said. "Next year there
will be several teams that will come
in here and take this team lightly,
and they will be surprised."
With the low victory total, it
could be thought that the team had

.

"Everyone has contributed ·
Ibis ye.ar.1t hasn't been just
one person ,c arrying the load. ,1;"

Rivermen tennis program grows
despite poor showing in season
I

Simmons who won the award a week
earlier.
The conference tournament
started on April 26. The Rivermen
open against Washburn University
at Emporia at II a.m.
"We are really looking forward

Stein Rotegaard was the only player on the squad to win a
match In the conference tourney.

SEE VOLLEYBALL
fYAGE 7

Kuehno leaves UM..St. Louis after
eighteen years of affiliation
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
Former UM-St. Louis Sports
Information Director Jeff
Kuchno will complete his student training and hit the real
world seeking employment
other than at UM-St. Louis for
the second time .
"It's been frustrating and rewarding," Kuchno said, "but the
long hours have produced
some real good times."
.
KuchnO, in his eight years
of employment at UM-St. Louis,
earned both a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Communications and
a wrilingcerfificate from UMSt. Louis in 1984. He then accepted a job with the Suburban
Newspapers of Greater St.
Louis but returned to UM-St.
Louis after 19 months.
"After all the time I spent at

Jeff KuchnO
UM-St. LouiS with the sports program, I couldn't stay away,"
Kuchno said.
'Kuchno, 36, has spent the last

two years working in a
post-graduate program
teaching writing and
journalism classes to
sophomores and seniors at Hazelwood
West High School. In
additiontoteaching, he
organizes the school's
yearbook staff.
"My primary interest
is journalism, so it's
great that I am responsible for about a 60page
yearbook."
Kuchno said. "This
post-graduate program
at' UM-St. Louis is excellent, as are most
UM-St. Louis pro grams."
Kuchno began his journalistic
endeavors at UM-St. Louis as the
sports editor of The Current.
"It was funny how that hap-

pened," he said. "I went in and training and education I got.
asked if I could write for them, so . That's a great deal of why I
they gave me a few stories and I came back."
In 1985, the job of Sports
went from there . Four weeks into
semester, the sports editor quit, Information Directoropened up.
so that left me. I was 18 years old Kuchno applied and was one of
and knew this was an offer I the finalists, as was Sean
couldn't re1use, and so for the Johnson. Johnson got the job
next three years I lived and and kept it until 88 , when
breathed sports. I wrote 10r the Kuchno took over.
"I wanted the job so I could
Journals as well as for The Current."
make a difference," Kuehno
Due to the television experi- said. "I wanted to increase visence Kuchno received through ibility through marketing and
classes atUM-St . Louis, he landed PR and get the word out about
a job as the producer and director UM-St. Louis sports. I considat American Cable Vision . It was ered UM-St. Louis a mother,
through volunteer work and an an91 had pride in the program ."
internship via UM-St. Louis that
. Not long after assuming the
Kuchno obtained the employment. role of SID, Kuchno created a
"I've worked a lot in T.Y. and
radio, and I was the editor of the
(North County) Journal for three
SEE KUCHNO
years," Kuchno said. "UM-St.
Louis receives the credit for the

'.
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Large selection of recent books, Chase,
Promotional, and single cards. Sandman, Marvel. Wildstorm, Babylon 5.
Call Tom @ 956-CXJ91

ROLLER BLADES FOR SALE
Rollerblade brand in-line skates
(size 10/5-11) with rollerblade
pro-pac protective pads (wrist,
elbow, knee) All used twice. Nice,
$100 o.b .o (Cash only) Call John
@ 870-6710 '

Yamaha XS650 , 9500 miles ,
' exec. condo 2 helmets , $400, 381- 6492 .

1991 Mazda Protege DX
Excellent Condition 70xxx miles.
Automatic, Air. AM / FM Cassette
$6,500 Call Jim 895-8881

[ omic Books and Non~Sports cards.

::
"
~:
"

"

I,

"

:'""

The Current

.
r

•••••••••••••••
76 Yamaha

.............. .

"~
:: . Stethoscope for Sale

,. ' Littmann Cardiology II (2127'.
:. . Black) . $100.00 firm (cash only)
:.
Call John at 870-6710

.............. .

"

,.'.
,
I""

"
I'

;:
:'

~

BROTHER FOR SALE
Brother word-processor wi moni. tor. Bought for $1 00. Will sell for
' $300(negotiable). CallSusan@
878-5484 . Leave a message

••••••• •••• • • ••

• • • • • Wheelz
• •• •• •••••

1983 Mazda GLC. 5 spd .--well
maintained , clean , state inspected $1200 Call 831-2570
Roommate vvanteo
20 year old seeks roommate to
share a 2bedroom house in Overland . $300 per month, 1/3 of the
utilities--5 minutes from UMSL.
Call Matt 441-0114

....... .., ..... .

"
"

HELP WANTED

'.'.
:.
""

"

Y not have fun Working? Fun and learning go
hand-in-hand in YMCA before and after
school child care! Make a big difference in
children's lives! Please call Richard P earlman

"
"
"
I,

at 428-0840 for details.

I'

",

.,"
"

"
"
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SERV CES

ARE YOUPREGNANTI
If you are expecting your first child
you may partiCipate in a study
about a woman's transition to
motherhood. For more information call 516-5391 (Psychology
Dept.) and ask for Yaffa Schuller.

•••••••••••••••

If you could tum $50 into $1000 per
month, or S 1CXXl per week, without
leaving your home, would you take 10
minutes to fI.nd out how we do it?
Call 1-800-775-0712 ext. 5623

•••••••••••••••
SUMMER JOBS

The Young Democrats of North
County are looking for new members. Come and be part of the
excitement of the upcoming election year events. We usually meet
on the second Tuesdays of each
month. FormoreinfocaliJimChristian at 385-1052 or e-mail at
christjim@sluaxa.slu.edu

•••••••••••••••

World's Largest Scholarship Database
$10 billion available . Over
300 ,000 sources. Immediate
guarantee (no waiting 300 days) .
Most scholarships regardless of
grades or parents income . Recorded message 800-555-6534 .
Code BJ Scholarships Unlimited.
Box 2096BJ Baytown, Texas
77522-2096 Owner's home
phone 713-424-7651

Have fun working outdoors with
other students . Earn 6-8 $/hr +
bonuses, 40hrs/wk St. Louis area,
must have car. Hardworking & fun
TEAM environment. Training provided, room for "advancement"!
Call Triple A Student Painters. 1800-543-3792 .

Immediate Openings:
Part-time school year
Full time summer positions
Arts &Crafts, Classroom assiStants, Computer Instructor, Girl
Scout Instructor, .Sport & Recre ation Instructor, and many more.
Teaching background helpful.
Experience working with children
required . Send resume to: Executive Director, Girls Incorporated of
St. Louis, 4324 Margaretta Ave,
St. Louis, Mo 63115

Information Researchers needed
Immediately! We need peele to
call directory assistance from local
pay phOnes to obtai~ , telephon~
numbers of newly regIStered buSInesslhomes for our clients, YOU
MUST HAVE ACCESS TO A FAX
OR AN E-MAIL ADDRESS. Absolutely NO SELLING OR SURVEYING invovled. Average $10
an hour. Flexible schedule. For
more info call (800) 599-7938 oremail "researcr@surfen.com"

• Ct>M~ W~R~ ~~R US!·

WANTTOSEEA LOTOFCASH?

The Current is in need of staffers
and writers for next year. YQ.U.
could bethe next Red Menace, an
Environmental Rangers
Stop destroying our earth before editor, or an investigative reit's too late! Join the fight to not porter. Call 516·5175
•
• ••
LIFEGUARD
just make a difference, but be the
difference. Serious inquiries Certified Lifeguard needed for
UM-St. Louis Indoor Swimming
only. 936-1352
Pool on Tuesdays and ThursNEED X-TRA $$$$
days, 12:00-2:00PM (NOW
Work a little, make alot. Flexible through May 23) . Pays $5 .00 per
hours, enjoy the great outdoors hour and up. Interested individuand have fun too! TO BEGIN als can apply in the Rec Sports
THIS MONEY MAKING OPPOR- Office, 203 Mark Twain. Ca1l516TUNITY CALL NOW--731-2003 5326 for more info . SUMMER
ask for JEAN.
POSITIONS also available!!!

•••••••••••••••

••• • •••• • •

•

•••••••••••••••

TECHNOWGms
Q UANfUM
INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D

SUMMER WORK

Unsurpassed Expertise

$ 9.00+ Starting

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

"

~

~
~

HELP WANTED

Responsive to Your Needs
FREE Pregnancy Tests. Immediate results. Completely confidential. Call or walk in.

01

...
.>

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

.j.

...

.
~

!
~

!

Great

t

Saint Louis

Crisis Pregnancy Centers

Saint Charles Office Saint Louis Office

1'0

Part-Time Employment Opportunity

(314) 447-6477

(314) 725-3150

North County Office

(314) B31-6723

Approxim,a tely 1 mile east
of UM-St. Louis
Perfect for college student
, Good Pay Flexible Schedule
In~.·eased HoUios ove.o summer
Applications are available in the
University Center at the Normandy
Hank office or at the main office.
(7151 :\atural Bridge)

7151 Natural Bridge Rd.
St Louis, MO 63121

Call
St. Cha~les County
(314) 970-7722
St. Louis West
(North ofI-44) 993-5535
St. Louis South
(South of 1-44) 416-0505
St. Clair County, IL
(618) 624-1200

Store It!
LOOKING F OR AN
OPPORTUNITY TO HELP YOUR
FELLOW STUDENTS?
1,'

P &P Summer Storage

WANT TO GET MORE
INVOLVED ON CAMPUS?

·Air Conditioned Storage
-100% Insured
.Pick-up and Delivery
Call (314) 879-2721
Ask For Charles or Christy

Consider becoming a Peer Educator
for the 1996-97 Academic Year

F or more information on how you can
become a peer educator, contact counseling
Services at 516-5711, or stop by 427 SSB to
pick up an application and a detailed
description of the position_

HORIZONS PEER EDUCATORS
"Students Helping Students"

•••••••••••••••
SINGER NEEDED

For a working rock band. We have
a complete PA system, studio
recording capabilities, pro equipment & lots of stage effects. If you
have a good attitude and vo.ice
call Brian @ 250-3723 or Jay.@
842-4586

...... "....... .

Environmental ::;ales
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Supplement your income &
make a difference while in
school. Hi energy & professionalism a must. Unlimited potential
pqssible. Call 936-1352
• • • 'It,- It .,.., ......... ~• .
Career Nignt Heal-t:state t:1USIness making JOB OFFERS We
train for High Income Free Seminars. Call Dwayne 647-D001 to
reserve a seat COLDWELL
BANKER PREMIERE_

PERSONALS

LONELY CANADIAN
Young, tough, and warts '
free(they cleared up 2 days
ago). Seeking American women
for some camera work to finish
art project and possible romantiC
liason . Call Glen at 426-0505

v

Minimum 6 wksl Maximum 8 wks.

<-\
.

~

lJamrClse I
We Fit Every Body!

St. Ann Catholic Church
7350 Natural Briqge Rd.
(1/2 mi. East of UMSL)
M-W-Th-F
6 PM
Sat.
7:45AM

Questions? Call

567~8859

We are a full service scholarship and aid ' search
service, not just a database search. We have
infonnation on millions of dollars in available
grants and scholarships. Both undergraduate and
graduate scholarships available. We guarantee we
will help you find sources of aid besides the
government.

For more information call us at (314) 394-6077,
or meet our representative in the lobby of the '
, J C Penney building from 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm

Peer Educators:
• assist students in the Career Resource Center
• distribute helpful information to the student
body
• plan, publicize, and deliver special programs
on such topics as alcohol awareness, career
exploration, and wellness
• work 7 to 15 hours per week, including at least
one evening shift (5:00 to 7:00)
• have fun, make friends , feel a part of the
campus community

Normandy Bank needs to fill partitime teller positions. 20-25hrs. during school year, more in summer.
$5.50 an hour and we will train. 1
mile east on Natural Bridge fram
UMSL. Call 383-5555 for details, or
go to the Normandy Bank office in
the U Center for an application.
Other positions available .
An EOE company.

Try it for FREE! Then take advantage of
our Specia1:$6.00 per week ·

.

Too Much Stuff. ?

•••••••••••••••

on Monday, May 6. Parents welcome.

--_®

ENTERPRISE RENT-A -CAR
JOBS AVAILABLE
Would you like to make $6.75 an hour talking
on the phone?
National Reservations has immediate full time and part time
openings available during the school year for Customer
Service Reservationists. We pay you to train with us.
If you can type 20 WPM and pass a basic aptitude test, please
call 781 -8232, ext 7850 for dates ' and times of testing.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
An Equal Opporrunity.Employer

"I'

B irtllright .,",.....

_,,0.,

- J<~ REE TEST, 'Wilh immediate results d'ctccts
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PHOFE SS10N AL COUNSELING
• IMMEOrATf: practical as's istan c e
• ALL service;; FREE and confidential
Help Is Nearby

Brentwood . . , . _ 96;Z-5300
SI. Charle • . . . . 1;Z4-1200
Ball .. in . . .. , . _ ,221-2266
South Cit!' . _ . _ .562-365 '.1
Brhl.,;.to.,
. . . ;Z;Z7-a715
Micl'ow..' . , . . 3.(6-490U
(AFTER HOURS, 1-800-560-4IH\ !)

I

I
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SPORTS
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:Women's soccer gets two
top-notch players from St.
:Dominic High School squad

Riverwoinen
break
even.
.
in MIAA ·t ourn·ament
-

.

·

by Ken Dunkin
fof The Current staff

Though the team only lost one
player to graduation,Riverwomen.soccer coach Ken Hudson has recruited
I ; two top-notch players from St. Dominic
· ! High Schoof.
.
Samantha Grashoff and Lisa War·:
, ren are. the newest members of the
, Riverwomen squad after signing their
· letter of intent to attend UM-St. Louis.
'. . With the signing of Grashoff,. the
· goalkeeper situation is in good hands.

She will compete with incumbent
keeper Amy Abernathy for starting
duties.
Grashoff was a three-sport athlete
at St. Dominic. In addition to playing
soccer, she became the all-time leader
in scoring and rebounding for that
school's basketball team .
"She is a very smart and intense
goalkeeper ," Hudson said. "She is very
quick and has tremendous reaction to
the shot. She has decent size and covers
the whole box."
In an attempt to fill the void left by

by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

Nikki Christ smacked a double and
homered in the game.

blanked.
U~St.

record-setting goal scorer Jenni Burton, Hudson signed Warren. She is a
four-year varsity player.
the down
side she is com ing off of a knee surgery
that took place in the ratL If she recOvers well, the team will have Warren and
sophomore Carrie Marino at the forward position with several other players factoring in for playing time.
"Lisa has good ball skills and is
good in the air," Hudson said. "She has
no fear on the field and, with hard work,
she will cQmpete for a position up top
for UM-St. Louis.

on

VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 5
· 1994 she led the team to a third place ' seasons and was a third tearn mem· finish in the Missouri 4A state cham- ber of the Post Dispatch All-Metro
pionships. She has been selected for team in 1995.
. She will join a team that aiso has
the all-conference team the past two

April 29, /996

had its share of success in the past
season. The team finished with a 25-11
record, and it was selected to play in the
NCAA Division II Tournament

Louis

0000010-1

The
UM-St.
Louis UM-St. Louis
331 000 0 - 7 . Central MO State 001 010 1 - 3
Riverwomen softball team went . NW MO State
0020000- 2
.500 in the MlAA tournament in
Kocis lost the duel as the
Shawnee, Ks. April 19-20.
Kocis was on the mound assuring Riverwomen managed only one
Westling a victory. Christ and catcher run in the seven inning game.
UM-St. Louis 220 103 x • 8 Audrey Kramme doubled.
The Riverwomen qualified
Washburn
300 000 4 - 7
"Northwest is a dynamite team, for the next championship round,
and we were real happy to beat them," which was held last weekend in
"Washburn went 4-1 in the Westling said.
Shawnee, Ks . .
tournament, so we knew that they
"I'm real proud of this young
would be hard to beat," Head UM-St. Louis
001 0100 - 2 team," Westling said. "These
Coach Rob Westling said."We MO Western
033000 x - 6 teams we're competing against
pulled a strong 8th and held on in
are all veteran-laden and play
the ninth9th."
Kocis was again on the mound very few freshmen. Freshmen are
Diana Mooney started the game, but this time got the loss. Mooney practically our entire roster with
but sophomore Nikki Kocis came doubled and Kocis slammed her first the exception of Nikki. (Christ) .
into the game early inreiief. Mooney home run, but their efforts were in We have gone far and playe
helped her team's cause by nailing vain.
hard with little experience."
her first home run of the season.
"I think we'll do real well,'
U~St. Louis
0000000-0 Humphrey said. "We're a goodl
UM·St. Louis
1030011 -7 EmPoria State
001101 x·3 team and I'm not a bit surprised.
NE MO State 0002010- 3
we made it to the second round.'.
Westling sent Mooney out to
Thus far in the season, th
Mooney pitched the win for pitch, and she railed a doubled also. Riverwomen have outscored'
the Riverwomen. She also Due to few scoring chances and thier opponents 113-111 and'
•
doubled, as did Kocis. Senior errors, the Ri verwomen were stranded186 runners
on bases . •
.

.

KUCHNO
FROM PAGE
half-hour cable show titled The UM- versity was in financial crisis."
Kuchno has since won 13
· St. Louis Spons Showcase. It was
shot in Lucas HalL The program aired CoS pons Information Director
for one year and highlighted local Awards for these publications, inathletes: .
cluding two Best in the Nation cita."The show was awesome butchal- tions for the 1990 and 1993 mens"
lenging altirnes," Kuchno said. "Defi- soccer media guides.
After putting in 60-70 hours a
nitely not a one-person operation."
One year later, Kuchno using a week at UM-St. Louis, Kuchno is
Macintosh computer and printer as a looking forward to his free time.
"Lately I've spent a great deal of
desktop publishing system, begin to
publish the UM-St. Louis sports me- .my time assisting my wife," Kuch.no
dia guides. This eliminated the need said.
Kuchno's wife, Laurie, is emto hire an off-campus printing comployed by McCluer North as the junpany.
"This enabled us wi th more type- ior varsity soccer and softball coach.
setting and since we didn't hire a . Kuchno is a volunteer assistant.
"Coaching is an extension of
printer, we eliminated 90 percent f
teaching," Kuchho said.
production costs," Kuchno said.
Kuchno met Laurie Aldie in Oc"I sold advertising the next year
and thus, UM-St. Louis had quality tober of 1988 during a soccer tourna_ . i ui9 ~t lov< CQst Th~ money ment in Florida. Aldie was a first
saved" left more for the programs team All-American from UM-St.
.themselves at a time when the Uni- Louis and the assistant coach of the

5

Riverwomen at the time.
"'N.e really got to know each
other on that trip to Florida,"
Kuchno said. "Her and I were very
compatible, and married four years
ago. Now we're awaiting the arrival of out first child on or around
May 26. The kid will be a soccer
player because it kicks all the time."
Kuchno displays a strong devotion to the' field he is eager to
enter.
"1 feel that in the profession I
can make a difference to young
people and that really matters to
me," Kuchno said. "Right now I'm
focusing on being a good teacher. I
appreciate the support everyone at
UM-St. Louis has given' me."
"Jeff is just so good at what he
does," interim SID 'Chuck Yang
said. "It will be hard to fill bis
shoes. He's respected by the athletes as' well as other SIDs, his

WANTED

peers in local newspapers and television hold him in high regard and he'
has such a professional manner. Jeff
really cares about his work and possesses great experience."

Now accepting applications.

•

TENNIS
FROM PAGE 5
a disappointing tournament, on the
contrary. Opposing coaches were
impressed with the skill that [he .
team has developed over the season.
"We have made a better showing than most of the conference had
coaches thought we would,"
Gylenbourg said. "It is still tough not
to be in there as far as the points go.
"Time will tell if we are heading
in the right direction. Overall I am
pleased with hat I have seen from
the beginning of the year to the
finish ."

is the ONLY official
fast food restaurant
of The Current
(you know the one we're talking about~ehind the University)

************ *.********

REA L ESTATE

TRAI'EE
Get Involved J .
.
. am Delta Zeta! We
have lots of activities lik .
Standards Pro
.
e.
1::'
gram, SIsters Night Out
rounder s Day B
'
Mixers
anquet, Fratemity .
, Chapter Meetings Kil
Rose Ball
,amey

.

I

Philanthro
Candleli

' ~hapter Retreat,

/y ProJects, M<?m's Week,
Lam li;: ~g, Fonnals, Pledge Trades

p
tmg, Parent!Alumnae BBQ '
Greek Week Frate . S
. ' . . . ...
.'
nuty erenading . . .

If IDterested, Contact
. Jen
831-1753

.
. '"

Top real estate office of '
national
real
estate
organization seeking full-time
career minded individuals who
are willing to obtain their real
estate license. Earn while you
learn, fast start training and
potemial 1st year income in
excess of 60,000. Choice
location. Only a few sales
positions available. Provide
resume and call fora personal
interview.

CaU

871-2749

BaM

It i s t he time of year when some of
our residents will be leaving u s to
move on to new adventures i n life.
T~ those' who are leaving, the staff
w a nt you to I(now how lucl<y w e w ere
to h ave you here. To those who are
re ma i~ing, we look forward to seeing
y ou around the pool this su·mmer.

offers High Yield on Money Market Accounts

4.90% APV
$50 ,000 Minimum

3.90 0/o APV
$10 ,000 Minimum

Annual Percentage Yield
effective 4115/96
3.30 APR with $1,000 minimum balance.
2.27 APY with no minimum balance.
Minimum opening deposit $1 ,000.
Minimum balance to obtain APY is $1,000.

YOUR

Account fee may reduce earnings on account.

.

~

Rates are subject to change.

7151 Natural Bridge '
(314) 383-5555
. Member FDIC

UM

~-

STAFF

-

.

(

niversity Mea" "" "''''

«i]

********************************

,\ PARTh !ENTS

290 1 University Meadows
(3 14) 5 16-7500
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MIRTHSTOCK

'
FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1
Due to the breach in election rules, the he said. "Only seven votes even came
"In the past, planning Mirthday
(Xllls were never re-opened on Wednes~
in on South Campus on Tuesday
involved physical facilities, academic
evening."
day, April 17 on either campus.
units and most of the student
Graduate 'student Steven Wolfe,
"Being an evening college student
orginizations," McCarthy said.
who ran for the comptroller position, _for two years, I feel I would have won
Eventually, Mirthday was turned
by a wider margin," said presidentfeels the election was unfair.
over to UPB, a student-managed or"Students didn ' t get to vote on elect Bob Fritchey.
ganization, to help the event retain its
Wednesday evening because of the in"1 think [closing the polIsJ was a
emphasis on student involvement.
cident," Wolfe said. "A big percentage tough call on Cuevas' part," Fritchey said,
While each Mirthday may proof the student vote comes from evening "but he was within his rights according to
mote a new idea like this year's
college and graduate students."
the election rules. He was just trying to be
Mirthstock musical promotion, the
Wolfe, who has filed two griev- fair to all of the candidates."
booths for student organizations and
ances since the election, (one with
Wolfe echoes the opinion of several
games for student amusement are hisCuevas and one with the SGA Election students regarding this year's results.
torical elements of Mirthday.
Commiuee), feels the outcome could
''I'd like to see the whole election
This year's version, a combinahave been different
thrown out and have a new election in
tion of traditional Mirthday attrac"I feel the election could have gone the fall," Wolfe said.
tions and the addition of Mirthstock,
differenLly," he said. 'There may have
Fritchey is skeptical of the sugges- .
appeared to go over well with stubeen enough of a difference if [SGA rion.
dents.
officials) would have opened the polls
"It's too disruptive," he said.
John Rhodes, a freshman engithat I think I might have been comptrol- "There's nothing to substantiate [a reneering major, was impressed by the
ler. "
election)."
events, especially the Kieth Murray
"They'll have to,get another elecCueva~ diSagrees.
"E ven if the polls would have stayed tion chair," said Cuevas of the student
open, it wouldn't have been enough to assembly-nominatedposirion. "I won' t
FORENSICS
push anyone candidate over the edge," be doing it again."

FUNDRAISING
. FROM PAGE 1
director for the Pre-Optometry Club,
said, 'The CIubgives information about
getting into optometry school."
President Audrey Dockins added,
"We tell (candidates) how tof111 out the
applications. "
On Mirthday, however, they were
giving information about the eyes and
getting money with their Eye-Trivia
Contest. Contestants were charged fifty
cents to answer a question from the
Club. The consolation prize was a small
piece of hard candy while winners enjoyed the likes of Hershey's Milk
Chocolate or Sweet Marie candy bars.

And last but not least, The Current
sold copies of T.U HE.S. : The Um-SI.
Louis Newspaper Enlertainmenl
Spread, The publication reviewed local talent including the Geyer Street
Sheiks, Rick Recht and TwilightJ ump,
The proceeds benefit Support Dogs, a
program that trains dogs to assist people
with disabilities.
Money was raised and fun was had
at this year's Mirthday. Student organizations interested in fuudraising at
Mirthday next year can obtain more
information in the S,O.S Handbook or
call the University Center at516-5291.

to watch,"
Monday was the last time that the
graduating senior, Ennenbach, will
perform with his 'teammates and
friends.
"Tonight was a bit overwhelming, " Ennenbach said. "For the first
time ever there isn't going to be- a
future performance for me to go lO.
But I feel very good about my career

concert.
"It's good to see all these people
out here without any fighting,"
Rhodes said.
Renitra Jackson , a nurs'irig major,
agreed.
"It's all really good. [ just wish
more students . would come out to
participate. "
It is unclear whether or not the
Mirthstock idea will carry over to
next year. According to McCarty,Mirthstock was Peery's brainstorm.
''Each year's emphasis can change
with a new UPB administration,"
McCarty said. "Acquiring the bands
required a considerable outlay of
UPB's funds. 1 would like to have
seen one headliner band around
noon."
The Nixons' performance at 4
p.m. closed the day's celebration.

FROM PAGE 1
and the direction I'll be taking, and
this was a great way to end the very
rewarding experience thal being on
the team has been for me."
The Debate and Forensics Club is
open to all part-time and full-time
students at UM-St. Louis. [For more
information about being a part of the
team, interested students should contact Dr. Preston al516-5498 .J

STUDENTS earn extra MONEY forSCHOOL/FUN .

We need unanned security officers to
fill immediate positions.
241-4220

l.,

ALLIED SECURITY, INC.
1910 Pine St. St Louis

NeW'swire
UM-St_ Louis professor
'wins Curators' Book
Award_ Joseph Carroll, professor of English at UM-St
Louis, has won the annual
Curators' Award for Scholarly Excellence for his book
Evolution and Literary
Theory. The award includes
stipend of$2,500.ltisgiven
each year for the most outstanding book writt€n by a
UM faculty member and published by the University of
Missouri Press_

a

Joseph Carroll

Dean appointed for School of Education_ Charles D.
Schmitz has been appointed dean ofthe School of Education,
effective July 1. Schmitz CQmes to UM-St. Lo,uis from Baylor
University, where he has. served as dean of the School of
Education since 19'93.
University to host world conf.erence_ "Solving Global Conflicts," will be the theine of the annual State of the World
Conference-1996. The conJerence is to be held from 8:30
a.m. to 1;00 p.m. Friday, May .3, in the J.C. Penney Building.
United States8enator John Ashcroft will serve as the keynot e
speaker during a luncheon address from 11 :50 a_m. to 1:00
p.m. Call 516-5961 for details.
Honors College receives national recognition. J. Fredrick
Fausz, dean of Pierre Laclede Honors college, addressed
3,700 student delegates April 20 In Washington, D_C . at the
78th annual internationall convention of the Phi Theta Kappa
Honorary Society forTwo Year Colleges. The Honors College
was designated a special session sponsor because of its
success in recruiting and funding top transfer students. It was
one of only five universities nationwide to receive this honor.
Free screenings for &\xiety sufferers- The Community Psychological Service Office, Room 238 Stadler Hall, will hold a free
screening in oonjunction with 'National Anxiety Disorders Screening
Day,"from 9 a.m. t> 7p.m. Wednesday, May 1. Theprogram is open
to the public. Call 516-5824 fer more information.

An international shoe company is hiring a creative team of
students to support our marketing dept. Positions are parttime day hours (IS-20/week) and we are located in Clayt6}n.
The team performs a variety of tasks involving marketing
. research analysis, business strategies and preparing client
presentations. Seniors and grad students only. Hourly pay
and possible class credit.
Shoe
Fax resume to L. Hanly
~
at 854-3250.
._.___
• .... •

$$$ SUMMER JOBS $$$

EOE
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Brown

UM-St. Louis student selected as student leadership
candidate. UM-St. Louis ma$ters degree candidate. Patrick
Schrader, has been selected by Andersen Consulting to
attend its annual Student Leadership Conference from June
13-15 in St. Charles,llinois. The oonference provides exceptional students, from leading universities from the North and
South, with the opportunity to enhanqe their leadership skills .
Anderson Consulting is a global management andtechnology
consulting organization whose mission it to help its clients
change to be more successful.
'Information obtained via press releases or Friday 's Update, a weekly
publication of UM-St. Louis University Communications.

Tuition, student I
or parkin tickets
to pay?U
cashier's
dr·p box•

. (

To make a payment, simply comple1e' ap~yTi)ent infqrlllation ~I).eef. ):Jaee the payment information sheet with credit card information
or personal check in the e_l~ll~ ;pr6v.t~ed and depos.it them in Jhe ~op box ,(,no.iasn please). May be used to make any type of student
payment including tuition, student loan paYJri:e ts and parking tickets.

North Campus Box, Woods Hall, 2nd' Floor'is accessible:

_enilay- Thursday: la.m - 8:30 p.m.; Friday: 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
.v

•

South Campus Box, Marillac Hall-Main lobby is accessible:
7 a.m. -10 p.m.; Saturday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sunday: 1p.m. - 6 p.m.
II Master Card

~ Visa

iii Discover

I

April 29, 1996
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Q: What is this year's biggest achievement?

by Michael O'Bnan
01 The Current staff

Touhill: The opening of University
Meadows was a big achievement for
us, This is our ftrst major step in
increasing the student population on
campus. By the beginning of the Fall
Semester, we anticipate there will be
600 students living on campus. You
don't accomplish miracles overnight. We're heading toward 20 percent of the student body being
housed on campus.
University Meadows was funded
by Houston based Century Development. With the other three projects I
mentioned, this makes four major
major projects that didn't use state
dollars. For us, that is very good.

A recent article appeared in St Louis '
Commerce highlighting the work that

Chancellor Blanche Touhill has done
for UM-SL Louis. The 1995-% academic year has been an especiall y good
term for our C<)ffipus. In a recent interview, the Chancellor shared some of
the highlights of this year.

Q: What has this academic year meant
for UM-St Louis?
,
Touhill: Every year at UM-St Louis is
exciting and dynamic, because we're
still in our growing and development
stage. Currently there are three construction projects that will add to the
depth of this campus..
The Molecular Science Center will
open in July. This is the first time that
we have instibJtionalized our basic research with the applied research of
corporations.
A child abuse center will be going
up on South Campus. This is tied in
with our Center for Trauma Studies
. which is Dr. Patricia Resick's work.
The Abuse Center is being funded by a
$2 million grant from philanthropist
Kathy Weiman.
The third project is the Telecommunications Center which is a partnership with Southwestern Bell. It will be
located close to the light rail stop to
provide access by the St Louis community at large.

Photo : Monica Senecai

Chancellor Blanche Touhlll's dreams become reality when she
addresses each of her graduating assemblies,

Do

TouhHl: All of the Barnes Nursing
Foculty have been moved. That move
brought 45 teachers to our campus.
The students in that program, for the .
first time, took most of their classes on
our campus.
We've gotten approval for our
Bachelor in Fine Arts program. That's
another building that will be open in
August 96. The 18,000 square foot
Cardinal Newman Building will be
renovated to house this program. This

Touhill: The approval of the new University Center looks promising. This is
the third plan we have submitted, and it
is getting serious attention. All of the
pieces aren't quite in place, but the deal
looks good.
There is $100 million dollars of
revenue bonds that have been approved
by the Board of Curators for various
projects. We're asking for $40 million
of that for the new University Center
and a parking garage.

.j

T

; '

.

"

Touhill: I' m focused on the international program s. [want more interna;"
lional students and program s. I wa~)t ,
for more international students .tQ.'
come over here and for more of us l~ '
go over there through exchange programs. _
......
I want to complete our relatio!l-:;
ships with the community coUeg&S ·'
I'm looking at the whole metropolila!;l.'
area as one complete unit. One direction that will help this relationship ,is.'
breaking into the field of allied healtlt.·
I'm very interested in the possibilitY Q,f'
that program.
~.
We have to keep going on out
research track. We're going to do
more research in telecommunications. We're big in telecommunicl).-·'
lions, and we're going to do more .(fl '
thal field.
1

~,

Q: Why is it fun being a chancellor't~=
Touhill: I believe higher education:s ·
goal is to create leadership for tti[~,
community. In the old world, who was'.
going to lead was an aristocracy 0'(
birth. In the new world, it's an aristoc~
racy of brains and virtue. My job is io .
create the leadership of tomorrow. Ev·~
eryday of my life, I wake up to that taslc..
That's what motivates me.
.•

.

Pto turn downs!
Pto cred it checks!
secur ity de pos t tI
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SEND TIlE COUPON TOIJAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!
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Q: What are some of the ongoing gmils
that will take us inLe the nex t year?

·'1--------------.-----------.·

cn:dlt caros."-In your name:: EVEN If ~OU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VlSAe and MastcrCard e the c~1t cards you
desc:rn:: and need ror- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT
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Touhill: The Community Arts Building project is still ongoing. It's a $40
million building: $20 million for public
use and $20 million for our campus
faculty and departments. When this
project comes together, we will move
the current program. We will continue
to push for this building next year.

Q: How are the developments on the
academic side going?

No ... you ~n hoIve two or the mo., rt!cognlud and
aroepled credit caros In the wor1d ...Vlsa~ and MastcrQml 8

GU'"

Q: Will this program be a substitute for
the Fine Arts Building you have been
pushing for?

Q: Two items on the Board of Curators
priority budget list were the new University Center and a parking garage.
How are those projects progressing.

You Want VISA 8t Mash~rCarti Credit Cards?

,,~ltfl

is a program of the media arts . Not only
will this comprise painting and sculpture, bu t also graphic arts, com puter arts
and photography. There is a huge market for this kind of program.
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Don't Wait Until
the last minute

Gateway P lacement Association

.'

,~

'.

.,"
.\

,'.

Get your job search
into high gear

Career Davs

'Last Minute

J

September 25 & 26, 1996
J. C. Penney Building
10:00 am - 2:00 pm

TEACHER
Job
Fair

Sponsored by

Career Services & The Alumni Association
"

r- ---- ---~~------~-~---- ---- - -~
Teacher Job Fair
For Elementary, Secondary, and Special Education
Teachers, Counselors and Administrators

Jobs Don't Grow On Trees!

'.

'.

Thursday, August .8, 1996
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Mark Twain Building, University of Missouri-St, Louis
800 1 Natural Bridge Road
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But, You Can Grow Your Own!
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.: A.S~ummer
· lnternship
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$5 Pre-registration before July 26 or $10 registration at the door
Bring copies

of ;your Resume, 'J}-anscripts, and Teacher Certification

."

-

Career Services
308 Woods Hall .... 516-5111
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TURN YOUR TEXTBOOKS INTO CASH!
. .. j

I

NORTH CAMPUS

SOUTH CAMPUS

University Books ore

The University Mart

Thurs., May 9, 7:30 am-7:30pm
Fri., May 10, 7:30 am-5:00 pm
Mon.-Thurs., May 13-16,
7:30 am-7 :30pm
Fri., May 17,8:00 am-2:00 pm

(across from U. Meadows)
Thurs., May 9, 9:00 am-6:00pm
Fri., May 10, 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Mon.-Thurs., May 13-16,
9:00 am-6:00 pm

The Univer sity Bookstore will pay up to 50 % of the .
book pr ice providing the textbook :
• Will be required for next tenn
• Is needed to fill next term's enrollment
• Is in reusable condition
Example:
You paid $46.00 for a new textbook
We will pay you $23.00 or 50%
You paid 34.50 for a used textbook
We will pay you $23 .00 or 50% of the NEW price '.'

• For books having national demand, the whol~s ale
company will pay 15% to 400/0 of the new book
.
prIce.
• Discontinued books are shipped to a wholesaler
who recycles them to other colleges and
universities where they are needed.
• Old editions have no national value.

I'

I'

EE
NO

A 0 T
SELLING

->

YOUR
BOOKS

REMEMBER-Our goal is to buy back as many of your
books at ~ O% as possible.

l

•Recycling books is good for the environment and lowers the price
of textbooks.
• The book prices are determined by the authors and publishers.
• Wholesale prices are based on national supply and demand.
• Copies in poor condition will be deducted appropriately.

I

• Old editions have no value and cannot be purchased.
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